
Pick-up country

Choose vehicle type

Country-specific rental information on Sixt rental cars

Show regulations of another country

�Spain

�Passenger vehicle

Spain - PKW 

General Rental Information

The renter and the driver have to be in possession of a valid driving licence.

Driving licences from non-EU countries (except Switzerland) are accepted if:
a) no visa has been entered in the passport. 
b) the customer has a visa in his passport and at the time of hire has not been in Europe for longer than 6 
months. If he has been in Europe for longer than 6 months, he must present a driving licence from an EU 
country.

Driving license printed with non Roman Alphabet (Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Cyrillic etc) must be 
complemented by an International driving licence.
For driving licenses from countries not part of the international driving license treaty, an official translation of 
the license must be presented with the original license.

Please show a valid ID card or passport at time of pick up!

Special rental information by booking of Prepaid rates

> Changing booking

A booking can be changed up to 48 hours before the start of the rental (on availability) in return for an 
alteration charge of EUR 20.00. Any payment already made towards the rental will not be refunded; nor shall 
any differential amount be refunded if this alteration leads to a lesser rental cost.

> Cancellation

A booking can be cancelled before the start of the rental. In the event of cancellation, the payment already 
made towards the rental will be paid back subject to a cancellation charge. The cancellation charge shall be 
the amount of the rental charge ( including any extras and charges) for a maximum of 3 rental days. 
Cancellations can be made online or in writing and must be addressed to: Sixt Rent a Car S.L.Unipersonal, 
Calle Canal de Sant Jordi, 29, Local 2, Poligono Son Oms, E-07610 Palma de Mallorca, Espana/Spain, Fax: 
+34 911 518 438 , Email: espana@sixt.com

> No-show

In the event that the booked vehicle is not collected or not collected at the agreed time, the rental charge 
already paid shall be withheld in full.

Age Restrictions

In Spain, the following rules apply for the minimum age and possession of a driver's licence:
18 years/1 day for vehicles in groups MBMR to CWMR, CVMR
21 years/2 years for vehicles in groups IDMR to LWAR, IVMR to FVMR, CTMR, ITMR, SSMR to LSMR, SFMR
21 years/3 years for vehicles in groups M02, M09, M12
25 years/3 years for vehicles in groups XDAR, FTMR, PTMR, LTMR, LSAN, XTAR, XTAX, XSAR, XSMR, XXAR, 
XXAX, PFMR, LFMR, XFAR, XFAX, XZAN, XCAR, XDAL, XLAL, XSMX, XTMR, XDAN
25 years/5 years for vehicles in group M06.

A Young Driver Surcharge of EUR 9.99 per day, max. EUR 99.99 applies for drivers under 23 years.

Conditions of Payment

Flexible rate

We accept all credit cards from internationally recognised credit card companies - such as American Express, 
Eurocard/Mastercard, Visa, Japanese Credit Bureau, Diners Club and Discover Card.

We do not accept any prepaid cards or debit cards (Visa Electron).

Sixt also accepts AirPlus as payment.
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Vehicles from the PDMR group and higher as well as Special Cars can only be hired with a credit card 
accepted by Sixt or a Sixt credit/identification means. All other vehicle groups as well as Convertibles from 
the MTMR, CTMR and ITMR groups and Offroaders from the SFMR group can also be hired with a German 
Maestro-/Girocard. 
Maestro-/Girocards cannot be used to pay for long-term hiring.

Prepaid Tariff

The following credit cards are accepted: Eurocard/Mastercard, AmericanExpress Card, VISA Card, Japanese 
Credit Bureau, 
Diners Club and Disover Card.
Debit cards (VISA Electron) are not accepted.
The renter must be the owner of the indicated credit card. The authorised driver details and method of 
payment will be confirmed at reservation stage and cannot be amended. The confirmed credit card should be 
valid and available for presentation on collection of the vehicle. All extra costs that occur during the car 
rental will be charged to this credit card.
By booking a prepaid rate, the credit card will be charged before the start of rental, directly with the 
estimated total amount of rental. The amount that will be charged on your credit card comprises the price of 
the rental as well as all additional extra fees.
The rental charge (plus any other charges agreed, e.g. exemptions from liability, delivery charges, airport 
charges etc.) plus Value Added Tax in the statutory amount applicable from time to time must, as a matter 
ofprinciple, be paid in full for the agreed rental period, i.e. if the vehicle is collected late or returned early 
there shall be no refund.

Generally

A deposit of up to three times the hire price is charged to the chosen means of payment as a security. 
The deposit for high-value vehicles may differ. The exact deposit is determined on collection since the 
amount is dependent on the vehicle.

Before one vehicle of the following vehicle groups is hired, we always obtain an approval to the amount of 
EUR 2,600.-: Premium (P***) and Luxury (L***)
Before one vehicle of the following vehicle groups is hired, we always obtain an approval to the amount of 
EUR 4,000.-: Extraordinary (X***)

Please contact the Sixt staff for further information.

General Protection Conditions 

Third Party Insurance (TI)

Insurance coverage for the vehicle rented includes Third Party Liability with a maximum cover of EUR 85 Mill 
for personal injuries and material damages, and is limited to Europe only.

Excluded from the insurance is the use of the vehicle for the transport of dangerous goods. All protection as 
part of the rental contract will become void, in particular, if an unauthorized driver has used the vehicle or if 
the driver of the vehicle does not possess the required driver's licence at the time of the event giving rise to 
claim.

Loss Damage Waiver (LDW)

Loss Damage Waiver removes the drivers responsibility to a part of the vehicle in case of damage or theft.

If LDW is not accepted the customer will be held liable for the full value of the car.
If LDW is accepted, customer is only responsible for the following amounts: 
EUR 600.- (MBMR, MBAR, EBMR, ECMR, EDMR, CDMR, CLMR, CLAH, CCMH, CCMR, CWMR, CTMR, CVMR), 
EUR 750.- (IDMR, ILAE, SDMR, SWMR, ITMR, IVMR, SVMR, SFMR, SFAR, SSMR), 
EUR 950.- (FDMR, FDAR, FWMR, FWAR, PDMR, PDAR, LDAR, FVMR, PTMR, PTAR, LTMR, LTAR, PFMR, PFAR, 
XDAR, XTAR, XFAR, XSAR, XVAN),
EUR 1,500.- (M02, M06, M09, M12),
EUR 4,000.- (LSAN, LSAR, XDAN, XSMR, XXAR, XXAX, XTAX, XFAX, XFAN, XSAM, XNAM, XZAN, XCAR, XDAL, 
XLAL, XSMX, XTMR).

Loss damage waiver (including Theft Protection) with minimum excess 

If LDW is already included in the rates, the renter can choose loss damage waiver (including Theft 
Protection) with minimum excess to eliminate/reduce the Non-Waiverable Responsibility.

If loss damage waiver (including Theft Protection) with minimum excess is accepted, customer is only 
responsible for the following amounts:
EUR 0.- (MBMR, MBAR, EBMR, ECMR, EDMR, CDMR, CLMR, CLAH, CCMH, CCMR, CWMR, CVMR, IDMR, ILAE, 
SDMR, SWMR, IVMR, SVMR, SVAR, SFMR, SFAR, FDMR, FDAR, FWMR, FWAR, FVMR, CTMR, ITMR, SSMR, 
PDMR, PDAR, LDAR, XDAR, PTMR, PTAR, LTMR, LTAR, XTAR, PFMR, PFAR, XFAR, XVAN),
EUR 500,- (M02, M06, M09, M12),
EUR 1,000.- (LSAR, LSAN, XDAN, XSMR, XXAR, XXAX, XTAX, XFAX, XFAN, XSAM, XNAM, XZAN, XCAR, XDAL, 
XLAL, XSMX, XTMR).

Theft Protection (TP)
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Theft Protection removes the drivers responsibility to a part of the vehicle in case of theft.

If TP is not accepted the customer will be held liable for the full value of the car.
If TP is accepted, customer is only responsible for the following amounts: 
EUR 600.- (MBMR, MBAR, EBMR, ECMR, EDMR, CDMR, CLMR, CLAH, CCMH, CCMR, CWMR, CTMR, CVMR), 
EUR 750.- (IDMR, ILAE, SDMR, SWMR, ITMR, IVMR, SVMR, SFMR, SFAR, SSMR), 
EUR 950.- (FDMR, FDAR,FWMR, FWAR, PDMR,PDAR, LDAR, XDAR, FVMR, PTMR, PTAR, LTMR, LTAR, PFMR, 
PFAR, XTAR, XFAR, XSAR, XVAN),
EUR 4,000.- (LSAN, LSAR, XDAN, XSMR, XXAR, XXAX, XTAX, XFAX, XFAN, XSAM, XNAM, XZAN, XCAR, XDAL, 
XLAL, XSMX, XTMR).

Tire and Glass Coverage (TG)

Tire and Glass Coverage provides cover against the consequences of damages on tires, windscreen, side 
windows, backwindow, mirror glass, wheel covers and rims.

If TG is not accepted the customer will be held liable for the full value of damages on tires, windscreen, side 
windows and backwindow.
If TG is accepted, customer is only responsible for the following amounts: EUR 0.-.

Personal Accident Protection (PAI)

By taking out personal accident protection, coverage can also be extended to cover the consequences of an 
accident.

By taking out PAI the limit of liability is: 
EUR 50,000.- for invalidity,
EUR 25,000.- for decease,
EUR 1,000.- for medical costs. 
If there are two or more passengers, the sum insured increase by 50%, where the injured person has a 
proportional entitlement.

Delivery & Collection

During Opening Hours

> Majorca:
For Delivery/Collection Service a charge of 
EUR 50.- (Cala d'Ór, Cala Millor, Cala Ratjada, Ca`n Picafort, Alcudia, Port d'Álcudia, Port de Pollenca, 
Pollenca, Sa Pobla, Inca, Binissalem,Soller, Muro, Port Christo)
EUR 40.- (Valdemossa, Santa Maria, Campos, Manacor, Andratx, Port d'Àndartx, Paguera, Magaluf, St. 
Ponsa, Calvia, Felantix)
EUR 20.- (Llucmajor, Palma, Arenal,Playa de Palma, Ca'n Pastilla)
applies.

> Ibiza:
For Delivery/Collection Service a charge of 
EUR 72.60,- (Portinatx, Sant Joan, Sant Carles, Sant Vicent, Sant Miguel, Sant Mateu, Sant Llorenç)
EUR 48.40,- (Sant Antoni, Sant Augusti, Sant Josep, Es Cubells, San Rafael, Santa Eulalia)
EUR 36.30,- (Eivissa, Playa den Bossa, Figueretes, Sant Jordi, Jesus)
applies.

> Spain mainland:
For Delivery/Collection Service up to 50km a charge of EUR 49.- applies.
For Delivery/Collection Service between 50km and 100 km a charge of EUR 99.- applies.

> Catalunya:
For Delivery/Collection Service within Barcelona city a charge of EUR 39.- applies.
For Delivery/Collection Service outside of Barcelona city: Please contact the nearest branch.

Out of Opening Hours

Delivery/Collection Service is on request. Please contact the local rental station. 
An out of opening hours charge for Delivery/Collection Service may apply.

One-Way Rentals

National

One-Way Rentals between the Sixt own-runned branches within Spain are free of charge.

Exceptions -> see table below

EUR 

Barcelona - Madrid, Bilbao, Alicante, Valencia, Malaga, Marbella, Estepona, Alcaidesa, Sevilla, Jerez, 
Chiclana de la Frontera 59.00 

59.00 
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Madrid - Barcelona, Bilbao, Alicante, Valencia, Malaga, Marbella, Estepona, Alcaidesa, Sevilla, Jerez, 
Chiclana de la Frontera 

Bilbao - Barcelona, Alicante, Valencia, Malaga, Marbella, Estepona, Alcaidesa, Sevilla, Jerez, 
Chiclana de la Frontera 

59.00

Sevilla - Barcelona, Madrid, Alicante, Valencia, Malaga, Marbella, Estepona, Alcaidesa, Jerez, Bilbao, 
Santiago de Compostela, Chiclana de la Frontera

59.00

Valencia - Barcelona, Madrid, Bilbao, Santiago de Compostela, Malaga, Marbella, Estepona, 
Alcaidesa, Sevilla, Jerez, Chiclana de la Frontera

59.00

One-way rentals from/to Mallorca as well as from/to Ibiza are not allowed.

International

EUR 

Portugal 500.00 

France, Monaco 950.00 

- Bilbao - Biarritz 500.00 

- Barcelona - Perpignan 600.00 

- Bilbao - Bordeaux 600.00 

- Bilbao, Barcelona - Toulouse 600.00 

- Barcelona - Montpellier 600.00 

Switzerland, Liechtenstein 1,400.00 

Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Germany, Austria 1,800.00 

- Frankfurt 1,400.00

Great Britain, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Italy 2,200.00

One-way rentals from/to Mallorca as well as from/to Ibiza are not allowed.

Please contact your Sixt local rental station or our hotline +49(0)180/5 25 25 25.

Cross Border Rentals & Territorial Restrictions

Cross Border Rentals are not allowed into the following countries:
Albania, Bosnia-H., Bulgaria, Greece, Northern Africa, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Montenegro, Turkey, Ukraine 
and Belarus.

Cross Border Rentals with Mercedes, BMW, VW, Audi, Jaguar, Porsche, Aston Martin as well as 
Jeeps/Offroaders are not allowed into Estonia, Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, 
Czech Republic and Hungary (exception: trucks, vans/minibusses).

For rentals on Balearic / Canary Islands: It is not allowed to ship the rental car by ferry.

In case of offence against Cross Border & Territorial Restrictions all insurances lose their validity.

Premium Location Fee

For rentals at airports or train stations a premium location fee of EUR 35,09 per month or part thereof will be 
charged. 

For rentals with a duration of four days or less, the premium location fee is reduced to EUR 15,38 per rental. 

Extras

Accessory EURO/ Day EURO/ Month

Baby Seat (guaranteed)
(0-13 kg/Group 0+) 6.99 59.99

Child Seat (guaranteed)
(0-10 kg,9-18kg/Group0/1) 6.99 59.99

Booster Seat (guaranteed)
(15-36 kg/Group 2/3) 6.99 59.99

Snow Chains 24.99 54.99

Ski & Snowboard Rack 24.99 54.99
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Navigation System (guaranteed) 8.19 46.14

Warning Waistcoat and Warning Triangle: Usually all rental cars are equipped with warning waistcoats and 
warning triangles. 
In case of problems, please kindly refer to your Sixt branch personnel.

Accessories are bookable without obligation and subject to availability.

Additional Driver

An Additional Driver Surcharge of EUR 6.99 per day, max. EUR 69.99 per month or part thereof applies.

Refuelling Charge

All vehilces are supplied with a full tank of fuel and should be refilled prior to return to Sixt, otherwise our 
current refuelling charges will apply.

Alternatively, you may purchase a tankful of fuel at the time of rental at a price that is competitive with local 
fuel stations and return the tank empty. No refunds will be given for unused fuel.

VAT

21% 

All rates are inclusive of VAT (if VAT incurs).
For corporate customers with individual agreements alternative prices and regulations can apply.

Print
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